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Meet Fort Worth Police Dept. North Division’s 
Commander 

Greeting from North Division!   
 

The father of modern policing profound-

ly said ‘the police are the public, and the 
public are the police’.  That simple        
sentence was spoken almost 200 years 
ago, yet it embodies our Community First 
approach in North Division today.   
 
The men and women who make up North 
Division have one straightforward focus, 
that’s to work with our community      
partners and make Fort Worth Safe.     
 

 Progress matters.   

As I begin my 28th year with the Fort 

Worth Police Department, I’ve never 
been more proud and assured in the   capabilities and focus of our people,  
and the strength of our community relationships.  Working together  we’ll          
continue our forward progress and make our city safe, one city block at a 
time. 

 In this newsletter you’ll hear from many public servants who 
serve North Division.  Reach out to any of us at any time, and also 
connect with us on NextDoor.   We appreciate your support and if 
you need to report anything immediately please call either 911 or 
the non-emergency number at (817) 392-4222.  Thank you!                 
  -Commander Chad Mahaffey  



Welcome home Rylan.   

 

 

1st responders 
from different 
agencies gathered 
@ FW Alliance    
Airport Marth 4th  
to give a hero’s  
welcome to 
 Honorary FWPD 
Rylan Pruitt and 
family.   

Share Rylan’s journey at  

 
https://twitter.com/i/

sta-

tus/1503723852102262787 
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Ed District NPO Sgt Rodney Sneed      817-564-6733 

My name is Rodney Sneed and I am the Ed District Neighborhood Patrol Officer supervisor.  I have 

been with the department   almost 20 years.  I have served in patrol as an officer and a sergeant.  I 

was a North Division NPO from 2009 through 2012.  After promoting to sergeant, I was assigned to 

patrol in East Division, Central Division, and finally, North Division.  I have been serving as the Ed 

District NPO sergeant for just over a year.  Ed district consists of a good ratio of residential and com-

mercial property.  The group of officers serving Ed district is outstanding, they range in tenure from 

about 9 years to over 25 years.  The most common crimes in Ed district are burglary of motor           

vehicles, and the majority of these involve unlocked vehicle.  Please take high value items out of your 

vehicle and lock your vehicle.     

Listed below is a small sample of what our North Division Neighborhood Police Officers are          

accomplishing in their beat.    

 

E-11 by NPO E.K. Halim                    817-991-1309 
One of the crime trends occurring this month was the continuous high foot traffic on Beach Street.  
There is an overflow of suspicious people from the NW hotels that walk northbound on Beach St that 
are targeting our hotel guest north of Loop 820.  The second trend involves motor vehicle burglaries 
just south of Western    Center at the Cortland Riverside Apartments.  Most have been smash and 
grabs. 

 
E-12 by NPO Drew Hernandez        817-372-6848 
The past month was another good month for E12 Beat.   There were 24 property crimes, but 12 of 
them were thefts that are hard to prevent.  All violent crime were domestic related.  Catalytic Con-
verter thefts continue to be a problem.  Code Blue assisted us on one of our details in trying to find a 
catalytic thief that fled after wrecking his vehicle on the freeway.  There was a slight increase in 
package thefts.  The majority of BMV’s    involved breaking windows to gain entry. 
 
E-13 by NPO Derrick Simpson       817-988-1076 
The major trend for the month involved homeless camps.  One major camp was located in the 4600 
block of N. Tarrant Pkwy.  With the assistance of the HOPE unit and Code Compliance we were able 
offer assistance to those living there.  In the end, Code Compliance came through and cleaned up the 
area.  I will continue to     monitor this location.    A second homeless camp was found at 7901 Crouse 
(Parkwood Hill Park).  This location was cleaned up by Code Compliance. 
 
E-14 by NPO Billy Ward        817-994-3428 
There were 5 auto thefts and 4 catalytic converter thefts in the past month.  These are occurring in 
the large shopping center parking lots and apartment communities.  Three of the auto thefts have 
been recovered.     Burglary of motor vehicles continue to be an issue, predominately in the Alliance 
Town Center area.    There appears to be no pattern to these offenses. 
 
E-15 by NPO Ryan Perales        817-965-9036 
Ed 15 has had a good overall month.  We only had one burglary of motor vehicle compared to eight 

last reporting period.  We continue to have thefts of building material from the construction sites, 

mainly Impression Homes.  Our Code Blue group continues to provide consistent patrols on the beat 

which helps keep crime down. 

A Message From Your Neighborhood Police Officers 
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Frank District NPO Sgt P Whitehead, #3749      817-392-3195 
Having served 25 years in law enforcement I have had the pleasure of working with many of our fine 
officers and command staff.  Prior to accepting this assignment as Frank NPO Sgt first as patrol,  Zero 
Tolerance, NPO, DWI, Academy Instructor, SWAT, Operations Surveillance Team Leader/Detective,   
I look forward toward meeting our fine residents that call north Fort Worth home.  I would like to 
remind residents to continue getting to know each other in each perspective neighborhood and join 
one of the many police sponsored  programs advocated by our Fort Worth Police Dept.. such as 
Neighborhood Crime Watch program, Code Blue, CAPA and many more.     Remember to lock all   
vehicle doors and remove weapons from vehicles at all times.  The best way to keep your                
neighborhood safe is to become aware of neighborhood surroundings and report all suspicious            
activities  to  the police department, Non-Emergency # ; (817) 392-4222 or 911.    
 

Listed below is a small example of what Frank Beat NPOs are accomplishing in their beats.   
 

 
F-11 by NPO Barry Sawyer          817-994-3453 
The most common offense we have right now on F11 is burglary of vehicles from unlocked vehicles, 
with a recent trend of that along the Keller Hicks border with E15. North Property Crimes Unit    
identified an individual responsible for an auto theft, four BMV’s and a catalytic converter theft.  Re-
ports of racing in the area of Westport and Park Vista Blvd as well as Katy Rd. Villages of Woodland 
Springs.  Code Blue group continues to be very active and this helps keep the neighborhood safe. 
 
F-12 & F-13 by NPO Tim Gonzalez       817-343-4233 
These two beats continue to grow with the expansion of the warehouse districts and  additional    
residential neighborhoods.  Construction site thefts remain the issue of the month for these two 
beats.  Most are occurring overnight with no clear pattern.  On a positive note, catalytic converter 
thefts are down for this reporting period.  I continue to meet with HOA’s about the installation of 
FLOCK cameras as a way to reduce and deter crime. 
 

F-14 & F-15 these two beats currently have no assigned NPO 
NPO Sawyer compiled the data for these two beats.  There appears to be a trend of catalytic             
converter thefts at the storage facilities along the northwest HWY 287 corridor.  There has also 
been an  increase in the number of metal thefts along Alliance Gateway and along Hwy 114.  These             
incidents  involve the theft of the metal down spouts on commercial buildings.  The new NPO for this 
area has been chosen and is scheduled to take over around April 24th. 
 
F-16 by NPO Scott Cryer        817-201-0183 
The most current crime trend is construction thefts.  With multiple sub-divisions being built out, 
there are numerous houses under construction.  Most of the eight thefts reported   involved the theft 
of construction materials.  There was also one theft of a package from the front porch.  There were 
two unrelated burglary of motor vehicles during this reporting  period. 
 
F-17 by NPO Eric Byrd        817-991-8465 
This beat encompasses Presidio Towne Crossing which is a master planned business   community.  

The biggest issue right now are thefts.  These would include shoplifting, service theft, and other 

property thefts.  There is currently a plan to install 17 Hide, Lock, Take signs in the retail area.  There 

were two storage buildings broken into within a few days of each in this same area.   We continue to 

have issues with panhandlers.  Several details have been run to address this problem.  The most   

common  resolution, is the issuance of citations. 

A Message From Your Neighborhood Police Officers 
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Cities nationwide, including Fort Worth continue reporting thefts of catalytic  

converters.  Unoccupied vehicles parked for an extended amount of time; i.e   

Hotel parking lots, business parking lots, mall parking lots , neighborhood drive-

ways are all targeted hot spots for criminals.  For an experienced criminal these 

types of crimes can occur within minutes.  But why the attraction?  

  

 Money,  Metals found inside the CC has reached an all-time increase in value 
 Career criminals and beginners find the financial reward greater than the risk 

of getting caught. 
 Growing selling options for criminals including “mail-them” straight from   

criminal to companies for purchase.    
 Abundantly available.  Mostly every vehicle has one making it a crime of         

opportunity. 

 Hard to trace unless caught in the process of stealing. 
 

Catalytic Converters—How to Deter  

While it is recommended to spray paint, etch VIN #’s, LP #’s onto the catalytic converters the only 
true solution is to remove the target.  Once an area  has been targeted it is important to                 
immediately take steps to discouraged acts of crime from continuing 
 

Monitor  
Any unattended, unoccupied vehicles parked should be monitored frequently.  During late hrs., 
park vehicle under a well-lit street lamp. Install and activate sensitive car alarms.  Review camera 
video daily & report any suspicious activity to police or to your NPO.  Speak to neighbors inform-
ing of threat.    
 
Report 
Employees observing unfamiliar vehicles parked too close to employee vehicle parking lot or     
unfamiliar individuals loitering around parking lot areas are to inform supervisors immediately.   
Centrally locate employee vehicles during business hours and encourage employees to take out-
door breaks near parking lots to help keep an eye on area.  Keep lines of communications open 
with neighboring businesses  alerting them off CC thefts.  Join efforts to keep incidents low.  
 
Remove 
By parking inside a secured area such as garage areas, the target is eliminated and criminals will 
go elsewhere to commit their crimes.  No profit in pockets of  criminals makes them go elsewhere. 
 
Ask for Assistance / Inform  
Adjacent businesses, work from home neighbors, employees can all assist with keeping an eye out 
on each other and reporting to 911 any suspicious activity.   To request extra patrol contact the 
FWPD non-emergency number at 817-392-4222 or contact your NPO for assistance.   



 

Crime Watch  

 

 

Fort Worth Police Needs Your  Help. 

Crime Watch 

FWPD reminds residents to secure their vehicles at all times by lock-
ing doors when vehicle left unattended.  Residents are reminded to 
remove all valuables from interior of vehicles in order to discourage 
your vehicle from being targeted.   
Sgt Pruitt with N Division CIU reminds all residents to remove        
especially all weapons.   Concerned of not having enough police   
personnel to get the  message out, Sgt Pruitt advises all HOAs and the 
multitude of neighborhoods to “Please do not leave weapons inside         
vehicles overnight, unlocked or not. “  
 
We strongly encourage gun owners to safely lock their  vehicles and 
always remove valuables including weapons overnight.  Many gun 
owners fail to realize that leaving weapons inside vehicles run the 

risk of contributing to violent 
crimes in their community.  
Leaving a weapon inside a ve-
hicle especially an unlocked         
vehicle is highly irresponsible 
and places others safety at 
risk.  A stolen weapon can 
potentially be used to commit 
a robbery and unfortunately 
be used to end someone’s life.   
 

If  you are a neighborhood crime watch block captain please consider 
taking the time to speak to your neighbors on the dangers of leaving 
weapons anytime a vehicle is left unattended.  Advocate the removal 
of weapons in your neighborhood by setting the example.  Continue 
to monitor your neighborhood of vehicles observed parked unattend-
ed left with valuables in plain sight.  Ask HOAs to include insert on 
the removal of weapons and valuables to discourage break-ins of  
vehicles.  Guns are sought-out by criminals committing BMV’s.   
 CONSIDER…..  
 

“Guns Are Stolen in America Up to Once Every  
Minute. Owners Who Leave Their Weapons in Cars Make It Easy for Thieves. 
Police data shows thefts of firearms from vehicles are rising in many large cities. 
One gun swiped from a truck in Atlanta was used in three crimes, including a 
murder.”  

“Brian Freskos” www.thetrace.org 
 

 
North Division has available free of charge gun locks for anyone 
wishing to stop by 8755 N Riverside Monday—Friday, 8-5pm.   
Limit 2 please.   
 



Spring Break in the Neighborhood with North Division  

 

Not even persistent winds 
could discourage families 
from joining FWPD 
North Division NPOs Barry    
Sawyer, Eric Byrd and CPS 
Mendoza for a morning of 
socializing at neighborhood 
park.  NPOs Barry Sawyer 
and Eric Byrd  discussed 
bike safety tips while CPS 
Mendoza provided  
OPERATION: Safe Child 
kid’s identification cards.   



 

 

 

 

NPO E Byrd & McGruff the Crime Dog spent their morning visiting with children at a 
local daycare center.  Children spent their morning high-fiving, hugging and taking 
pictures with McGruff.  And then some cried.  Overall a good time was had by all.     

Each visited classroom received a stuffed McGruff doll to commemorate their visit.   If 
you would like McGruff to visit your school contact CPS Mendoza @ 682.225.0517 or 
email at rosalinda.mendoza@fortworthtexas.gov. 

mailto:rosalinda.mendoza@fortworthtexas.gov?subject=McGruff%20the%20Crime%20Dog%20Visit%20


Teaching a child the sportsmanship  of archery can promote 
patience, concentration , encourages responsibility, self-
control and demonstrates the importance of  teamwork.   
 
Teamwork is something the NPOs definitely understand.      
Before introducing this sport to children ND NPOs realized 
first the need to acquire the physical skills & concentrated    
efforts needed to promote an activity outside of the world of 
electronics to children.   
 
 
Photos capture ND NPOs spend  a morning learning  the        
dynamics of archery , focusing  and how to properly handle  
archery equipment.   

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Spot Light 

Did you know teaching the sport 
of archery is considered to be the 
safest taught sport regarding any 
physical limitations the child may 
possess?  Teaching children          
archery enhances the skill of       
accepting  responsibility for their 
own behavior and the safety of 
self and those around them.   



Career Day at Sunset Elementary School  - Students welcomed FWPD 
NPOs Derrick Simpson & T Dixson .  Students intently listened as the     
officers spoke to them on the importance of succeeding in school and 
how they too could become police officers.    

 

Spot Light 



 

 

If visiting a garage parking/street parking and you see broken glass consider parking 
elsewhere.   If you are not sure of the area regarding safety, consider asking a friend to 
drop off/pick up options.   

Spot Light 

Why some vehicles are targeted and others are 
not. 
 

Why my car and not the one parked next to me?  
Well it could be for several reasons. 
 
Valuables left in plain sight; $ - $$$$ 
(I once left a blanket on my back seat to cover               
leather stress, $ to me but $$$$ to another on a 
cold night) 
Parked in an isolated or poorly lit area 
Park in a heavy traffic area  
Keys left in ignition 
No alarm, no anti-theft precautions  
 Steering wheel lock 
 Glass breakage detector 
 Car-disabling locks 
Parking in shady parking garages 
Zero crime prevention such as camera monitoring 
systems,  burnt out lamp post, high crime locations 
Vandalism  
Windows left cracked open 

Neighborhoods across north Fort Worth continue to regroup  and reengage in 
Neighborhood Crime Watch efforts.   HOA safety committee members interest-
ed in learning how to implement a NCW activity in your neighborhood contact 
CPS Mendoza @ 682.225.0517 or contact your Neighborhood Police  Officer.   



FWPD  
Explorer Coordinator 
Officer  
Rebecca Woodward 
(817) 392-4458 
 
 

Explorer Program / Crime Prevention  

Requirements: 

 
14 yrs of age and must have  

completed 8th grade 
Maximum age to participate is 

21 yrs of age. 
Enrolled in school / maintain C 

average or higher 
High School or GED if not in 

school 

Each participant must complete  

an annual physical fitness test  

Job function test 
Attend and complete week-long 

annual Explorer Boot Camp 

Academy.   

 

 

 

What Do FWPD Explorers Do? 
 
Explorers provide assistance to the Fort Worth Police         
Department and the City of Fort Worth by volunteering their 
time at various community events or activities.  Some of these 
activities include crime fairs, Cow Town brush up, Burglary 
of Motor Vehicle Awareness program, child safety programs, 
traffic direction, football games, and parades.               
 
By attending weekly post meetings Explorers “explore” vari-
ous law enforcement techniques such as arrest, search and 
seizure tactics, fire arms safety, crime scene investigations, 
the art on fingerprinting, building searches, traffic enforce-
ment and more.   

Each applicant is expected  

 to have a clear criminal record,  

 To avoid use of illegal narcotics, 

alcohol and tobacco products 

 Be in good sound health 

 Eagerness to learn more of the 

law enforcement environment 
 Good role mode in school/and 

home 
 Willing to volunteer in communi-

ty service 
 Assist in character and career 

development 
 Complete all the requirements 

expected of the Explorer Pro-

gram 
 Provide assistance to the FWPD 

by volunteering at: 

  Crime Fairs 

  Cow Town Brush Up 

  Child Safety Programs 

  Traffic Direction  

  
And other directives provided by the 

immediate  

Explorer Program Supervisor. 

Are you looking for a way to learn more of what it takes to become 

one of Fort Worth Finest?  Are you free of a criminal history,  

between the ages of 14 & 21 years of age?   

  
Consider joining Fort Worth Explorers Program 



 
Crime Prevention Programs 

 

Crime Prevention 
Programs 

How Can We 
Help You?   

Residential Vacation Checks 
 
If you are planning on leaving your resident for a lengthy amount of time consider the 
following~ 
 
Notify a trustworthy neighbor and family member of your intentions to be away from 
your home, providing date and time of departure and return along with contact emergen-
cy number.   
 
Consider having a reliable individual home sit while you are away. 
 
Install motion sensor outdoor lighting system around the perimeter of your home. 
 
If you do not have one, consider installing home alarms.  Erect alarm notifications signs in 
front yard. 
 
Store  vehicles inside garage, deactivate garage door.  If truck is left parked outside park 
in reverse and close to garage door.   
 
Cancel all mail, paper, yard maintenance as needed 
 
Notify police department and request a residential vacation check.  Be prepared to answer 
several of these questions and have all LP #’s, contact numbers etc available.  
 
 
 

A concerned neighbor emailed me to express his concern of certain incidents 
occurring in his neighborhood and wanted to know what he could do to help 
make his neighborhood a safer place for his family and his neighbors.   
 
Fort Worth Police Department Crime Prevention Specialists (CPS) are on hand 
and ready to help.  Do you know what crime prevention programs are availa-
ble to residents free of charge?   
 
CPS are available to assist by providing presentations or hosting ;   
Mock 911 Calls 
Help organize a neighborhood crime watch program 
Host Auto Etchings in your area  
Perform security surveys and inspections for both homes and businesses 
Organize a business crime watch program 
Organize safety fairs 
Introduce Citizens on Patrol program and assist with recruiting 
Operation: Safe Child (KIDS ID) & Senior ID Cards  
National Night Out ~ occurs once a year, 1st Tuesday in October 
Stranger Danger - 
Senior Safety  
Fraud Alerts 
Crime Prevention Presentations 
Residential Vacation Checks 
Neighborhood Block Walks 
 
How can we help you? 

If you are interested in learning more of what 

Crime Prevention can do for you and your 

neighborhood contact your Neighborhood 

Police Officer or your Crime Prevention  

Specialist; 682-225-0517 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Crime Stoppers 

is  

Operated by  

Tarrant County 

Call Center 

Crime Stoppers 
will not return calls 

 

 
 

 

 

If you have information that leads to solving 

a crime or aides in the arrest of a wanted 

criminal call Crime Stoppers.  Callers can 

remain anonymous and may receive a  cash 

reward.  

Since 1982, Tarrant County Crime Stoppers has paid out more than $1.6 
million in rewards.  Crime Stoppers allows concerned citizens to become 
involved in solving felony offenses without fear of retaliation.  Crime Stop-
pers allows individuals that have valuable information regarding a crime 
able to report without placing themselves in any danger.    
 
How Does Crime Stoppers Work?   
Personnel familiar with law enforcement procedures man Crime Stoppers 
hotline ~  
 

Weekdays: 7:00AM to 11:00PM  
Weekends: 8AM to 12 midnight  

 
Callers may leave tips 3 ways:  
   Online @ 469TIPS.com 
   Text: 274637; begin message with TIP117 
   Tipsters will receive an alias to be used for future  
   calls 
   Voicemail: this system requires tipsters to leave a # 
   to both identify and be used for future  
   Correspondence.  In this case the tipster will have to 
   call back to Crime Stoppers.  
 

Cities Served by Crime Stoppers of Tarrant County 
 
Arlington   Azle   Bedford 
Benbrook   Blue Mound  Burleson 
Colleyville   Crowley  Dalworthington Gardens 
Edgecliff Village  Euless   Everman 
Forest Hill   Fort Worth  Grapevine 
Haltom City   Haslet   Hurst 
Keller    Kennedale  Lake Worth 
Lakeside   Mansfield  Newark 
North Richland Hills  Pantego  Pelican Bay 
Richland Hills   River Oaks  Saginaw 
Sansom Park   Southlake  Trophy Club 
Watauga   Westlake  Westover Hills 
Westworth Village  White Settlement     

In-Person Training  

May 23 - 24, 2022 

Texas Crime Stoppers  

 
Attendees must attend 

all sessions to receive 

TCOLE credit  

 
For additional info    

contact  

 

972-551-3200 



 

 

April 2022 Training Events 
 

Fort Worth Police Motorcycle Safety Class - Saturday, April 16th, 8-3pm, 5100 Hemphill 
The Fort Worth Police Dept. Motorcycle Unit would like to offer civilians in the area to a motorcycle safety class taught by 
FWPD Motor Officers. This is a no cost opportunity to not only improve motorcycle skills but also to increase environ-
mental awareness of how to stay safe on the streets while riding a motorcycle. It is our hopes that this class will decrease 
the amount of motorcycle fatalities in and around the city of Ft. Worth. Collision statistics in Ft. Worth from 2017 reveal 
that motorcycle collisions consisted of 1.4% of the total collisions but made up 14% of the total fatalities.  These statistics 
show the decreased level of survivability of a collision by operating a motorcycle rather than an automobile, hence the 
need for proper training.   No charge for the training.  Bring lunch or $15 to cover cost of lunch  

Our class will consist of: 
1. Street strategies to increase the motorcyclist’s awareness of hazards they will encounter. 
2. Tips on how to increase the motorcyclist’s presence on the road to other drivers. 
3. Decreasing the motorcyclist’s stopping distance by introduction of proper braking techniques. 
4. Introducing four fundamental skills of how to more effectively control the motorcycle. 

Attendees must have: 
1. A Class M license    2. A two wheeled motorcycle no less than 125cc and have a clutch 
3. Current insurance on the motorcycle utilized     4. A DOT-certified helmet, 
5. Gloves that cover the fingers   6. long sturdy pants, 
7. Over the ankle boots with rubber soles and 8. Eye protection 
 
For additional information contact Michael.richey@fortworthtexas.gov 
 

Spot Light 

FWPD North Division Cops & Bobbers— Registration is required.   
 
FWPD North Division Cops & Bobbers (openforms.com)  

 

Each session is a 2-day training  
No fee required 

No fishing license require for participants 
Fishing equipment will be provided 

Each participant completing this event will receive their own new fishing rod.  For additional infor-
mation contact barry.sawyer@fortworthtexas.gov 

 
 
 

 
 
       

  
Friday, April 22, 2022 
Classroom instruction 

5:30pm to 8:30pm 
 

Saturday, April 23, 2022 
Fishing activity 

10:00 am to 2:00 pm 

mailto:michael.richey@fortworthtexas.gov?subject=Motorcycle%20Civilian%20Training%20Class
https://us.openforms.com/Form/589d161b-c9f0-4373-8c29-b23634a48614


June 2022 is 
Awareness 

 

June 2022 
 
June 6th / June 20th     Gun Safety Training  
7-8pm         Keeping the “Safe” in   
                 Gun Safety 
 
This gun safety training session will be provided on two differ-
ent dates in an age appropriate classroom setting.  Available for 
adults and children, 5-12 years of age.   
Registration required using link below.   

 

June 2022 
 
June 9th / June 23rd   211 Texas Training  
7-8Ppm                       The Number to Call When You Don’t               
      Know Who to Call 
 
Available 24/7, 365 days a year help is available for all families 
needing assistance with food, housing, clothing, financial assis-
tance.  Connecting people and services together.   
      
These services are provided free of charge to any interested individuals.   

Registration is required.   
(registration link to 211 to be provided at later date) 

https://us.openforms.com/Form/37a459d0-2e76-430f-beac-
cd51b46acff4  

Spot Light 

https://us.openforms.com/Form/37a459d0-2e76-430f-beac-cd51b46acff4
https://us.openforms.com/Form/37a459d0-2e76-430f-beac-cd51b46acff4

